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    Everyone in Boston’s Mass Art gym is cooler than you. As soon as
you walk in you feel it: the legendary hum of that artistic elite known as the
underground. I’m here to find out about some college students who took a
quirky art-school experiment - all mixed up with a weird love for Japanese
anime and WWE-style wrestling schlock - and started Studio Kaiju. There
are 500 people lined up in the freezing cold. I think I’ve chanced upon the
next next thing.

  Studio Kaiju is a media and performance group that stages Big
Battels, live wrestling matches between people dressed up as
Japanimation-style monsters. [Kaiju means " mysterious beast" in
Japanese.] It’s the brainchild of art teacher Randy Borden, who staged the
first Battel in 1994 at Boston’s Revolving Museum, ground zero for the
New England alternative art scene. Eight years later, it has reached a
delicate and pivotal point: It is so cool that it’s about to become popular, a
ruthless artistic cycle that destroys cachet as fast as it creates it.

  "A lot of people have tried to uncover the creative formula that
makes Kaiju, but I have yet to see anyone hit it on the head," says David
Borden, Randy’s brother and Kaiju’s designated talking head. He is young
[29], attractive [in a grungy, smug sort of way] and In Charge [also in a
smug sort of way]. At his word, the doors open and the crowds
nonchalantly strolls in. There is no definitive look or age, just a
certain...attitude. It’s a capacity crowd of 1,200 - with hundreds turned
away at the door - attracted by word of mouth and the Internet. As they
casually jockey for the best spots around the wrestling ring, it’s clear that
despite the nominal fee of 10 bucks, this kind of cool is not something you
can buy.

  A band climbs into the ring wearing vintage one-piece wrestling
suits, and the loud rock builds to a rousing finale, an energetic rendition of
"Saturday night’s Alright." Anticipation builds as Kaiju flunkies start filling
the ring with a miniature stompable replica of a Japanese city reminiscent
of Godzilla.



  Dedicated Kaiju fans know the clever backstories behind the
Battels. For instance, the federation is lorded over by a Vince McMahon-
style character, Dr. Cube, who despises Japanese businessman Super
Akuma because he stole Cube’s championship belt and attempted to sell it
on eBay.

  "You’ve got to give them points for originality," says the guy in the
coveted bleacher seat beside me, a thirty-something stockbroker in a
Pixies T-shirt holding a "Dr. Cube is Evil X Three" sign. Pretty 32-year-old
college student Allison Mitchell says, "I love this. I brought my daughter;
she has a total Japanimation fetish." Eleven-year-old Sydney wears a
Pokemon T-shirt and refuses to talk to me. She actually says "No
Comment" when I ask her what she likes about Kaiju. Is she protecting
Studio Kaiju from being sold out to the masses? This pre-adolescent?

  The lights dim, American Beetle steps into the ring and the crowd
goes nuts. American Beetle is a mutated politician/bug/boxer, described on
the Kaiju website [www.kaiju.com] as having "American style courage and
punching skill....unfortunately also unpleasant disposition." Wearing stars-
and-stripes shorts over a red and blue bodysuit, he wrestles a sea-urchin
type creature that starts crushing the tiny city. The wrestlers move
carefully, throwing each other into the ropes and landing on one another.

  Much of their clumsiness is caused by the costumes. Kung-Fu
Chicken Noodle steps up for the next match, rendered almost immobile by
his costume of a giant soup can and a cleaver. But the unfriendly
consommZ , a toxic mistake created during the mass production push of
Y2K, is well matched against Gomi-man, a creation bioengineered by Dr.
Cube that looks like a greyish trash heap. Kung-Fu Chicken Noodle
emerges the victor, and the audience cheers for the popular villain.

  While the crown shares a certain enthusiasm, I never get the sense
that they are untied by the Studio Kaiju phenomenon. There is almost a
feeling of competition to see who is enjoying the show the most - and so
who is the most cool. As the Battels rage on, I’m impressed with the clever



entertainment, but also with myself, for discovering Studio Kaiju. I feel
myself getting snobbier by the minute.

  The Battel is narrated by Louden Noxious, Kaiju’s play-by-ply
commentator who wears a top hat and screams for impromptu"
commercial" breaks. This is more performance art than pro-sport, and the
participants know it. "We’re not professional wrestlers," laughs Thommy
Saraceno, a 28-year-old Kaiju performer. "Some of us are more into
Japanimation, some of us are more into WWE, and some of us are into
rock...but personally, I’m most interested in the spectacle." This is the kind
of art-school blah blah that should turn me off, but Saraceno seems
genuine. He doesn’t flaunt the success of Kaiju; nor does he dismiss the
ides that a mainstream audience can be just as appreciative as an
underground one.

  Watching the final Battel [Silver Potato vs. Uchu Chu, a space bug
from the vintage Atari game Space Invaders], I wish I’d caught onto Studio
Kaiju years ago. And just like that, I blend into the crowd. I get it. This is
why the vibe is so intense: We’re cramming in this experience before it is
mass-marketed and sold to the sweaty and appreciative General Public.
But lining up for my Dr. Cube T-shirt after the show, I wonder if I’m the one
being sold.


